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AI sales assistant software helps sales agents by automating

processes and tasks using artificial intelligence. These duties include

lead follow-up and qualification, data entry, meeting scheduling,

forecasting, and pipeline management. Marketing and sales teams

can use AI sales assistants to automate routine work and free up their

time to manage priority responsibilities. These tools can work

standalone or along with other applications as well as integrate with a

company’s existing CRM system.

AI sales assistants share commonalities with sales intelligence, sales

analytics, and conversational marketing solutions. However, they

differentiate themselves with their focus on sales duties, artificial

intelligence, task automation features, and ability to provide

predictive insights.
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Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology

The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on
data from our customer reference platform, market presence,
web presence, & social presence as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our
ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings.

The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted average
based on 3 parts:

CONTENT SCORE

● Total # of vendor generated customer references (case studies,

success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)

● Customer reference rating score

● Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on

FeaturedCustomers platform

● Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform

● Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers

platform

MARKET PRESENCE SCORE

● Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook

● Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends

● Organic SEO key term rankings

● Company presence including # of press mentions

COMPANY SCORE

● Total # of employees (based on social media and public

resources)

● Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12 months

● Glassdoor ranking

● Venture capital raised

Award Levels

MARKET LEADER

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with

substantial customer base & market

share. Leaders have the highest ratio of

customer success content, content

quality score, and social media presence

relative to company size.

TOP PERFORMER

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with

significant market presence and

resources and enough customer

reference content to validate their vision.

Top Performer's products are highly rated

by its customers but have not achieved

the customer base and scale of a Market

Leader.

RISING STAR

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that

does not have the market presence of

Market Leaders or Top Performers, but

understands where the market is going

and has disruptive technology. Rising

Stars have been around long enough to

establish momentum and a minimum

amount of customer reference content

along with a growing social presence.
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* Companies listed in alphabetical order

2021 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated AI Sales Assistant Software based on

the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.
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ABOUT CHORUS

Chorus based in San Francisco and
Tel Aviv, is a conversation
intelligence platform for sales
teams. Chorus uses AI, natural
language processing, and machine
learning to unite all sales
conversations into a single, simple
dashboard, and learn what works
to close more deals. Chorus
surfaces critical parts of the
conversation such as actionable
next steps, objections and
competitor mentions, and
integrates with your CRM.
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Featured Testimonials

With Chorus.ai, we can be confident that we are getting accurate and reliable information from
sales. We know exactly why a customer purchased, what the use case is, and how that customer
wants to be successful. And then, we can take all that information and help ensure the customer
is successful.

TAYLOR FRANCIS
CUSTOMER SUCCESS MANAGER, MONGODB

As an organization, we run very fast, and our sales executives can easily have up to seven meetings a day. It
can be tough to stay on point with every single deal and be intelligent in the follow-up to every sales
conversation. But once we brought in Chorus.ai, reps almost immediately began to find more success in
moving deals forward because they could review their calls in detail and craft great follow-up emails.

RICH ADAMS
MANAGER OF SALES TOOLS STRATEGY, ZOOM

Chorus.ai is fantastic. Its ability to record conversations and turn them into searchable
transcripts is hugely valuable for coaching, highlighting ways to improve our sales playbooks,
and even quantifying customer-driven requests to help drive product strategy.

SHAM SAO
CHIEF CUSTOMER OFFICER, PLACESTER

Chorus is helping us take the guesswork out of the sales process by allowing
us to map data to specific outcomes — ultimately shortening sales cycles,
improving win rates and beating competitors.

KEVIN MCCOY
SALES DIRECTOR, MARKETO

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT CONVERSICA

Conversica is the leader in
Intelligent Virtual Assistants for
Customer Engagement. By
automating routine business
conversations, and personalizing
interactions at scale, Conversica
augments your workforce allowing
business professionals and AI
Assistants to work together
harmoniously. The flagship
Conversica Sales AI Assistant helps
companies find and secure
customers more quickly and
efficiently by automatically
contacting, engaging, qualifying,
and following-up with leads via
natural, multi-channel, two-way
conversations. With our large
library of purpose-built and
ready-to-use conversational skills
backed by our patented
conversational AI platform,
Conversica’s AI Assistants can be
deployed quickly, are human-like
and personal, and provide superior
conversational accuracy and
autonomy. Reaching out to over
100 million people on behalf of
thousands of companies, and with
over 375 million …
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Featured Testimonials

We were looking for a way to have more persistent — and consistent — conversations with prospective
students. Stephanie, our AI Assistant, does her magic and finds yet another 1 percent that want to engage,
which are fully attributed to Conversica. We’re also using the AI in our retention efforts, allowing for constant
communication with our students even after graduation, which helps promote ongoing brand advocacy.

JAMES WINSTEAD
VP MARKETING & EVENTS, THE LOS ANGELES FILM SCHOOL

Conversica provides the level of follow-up we’ve always wanted from
marketing leads. You cannot expect this level of follow-up from a sales team
alone – they simply don’t have time to follow up on everything.

JOANNE DELANGIE
VP OF MARKETING AND CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT, FLEXENTIAL

We use Conversica on the sales and customer success sides of the house. On the customer success side of
the house, we use Conversica to set appointments for our CSMs. Usually, we are reaching out to customers
in non-use or with low usage of our product and we have seen amazing results. On the sales side of the
house, we use Conversica to set demos. It’s by far one of the most efficient ways we have for setting demos.

JEREMY KLEIER
CUSTOMER SUCCESS ENGINEER, BOMBBOMB

Conversica helps us identify a hot lead sooner rather than later. So rather than a prospect
getting stuck in our nurturing stream until they hit a certain activity-based score, our virtual
assistant can quickly tell us exactly who is more interested, just by their responses.

LISA ONESTO
DIRECTOR OF DIGITAL MARKETING, SECUREAUTH

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT DRIFT

With Drift on your website, any
conversation can be a conversion.
Instead of traditional marketing
and sales platforms that rely on
forms and follow-ups, Drift
connects your business with the
best leads in real-time, like a virtual
assistant for your website.

171
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Featured Testimonials

Drift provides a better experience for people to learn about how we can help their business and, at the same
time, makes our sales team more efficient in prospecting for new customers. Our sales reps now spend
more time chatting with people who are genuinely interested in our services than someone who may have
just consumed some marketing material with no intention of buying.

SCOTT NOLL
VP OF SALES, THRIVEHIVE

Drift enables us to connect with people as it’s most relevant. They are on our
website, they are asking about pricing, they are asking about demos, and we
can start talking to them while it’s most relevant.

TERRANCE KWOK
SALES DEVELOPMENT, VIDYARD

Drift enables sales and marketing teams to work together to convert traffic that is already on
their website into qualified leads and pipeline. From the LeadBot, to the calendar integration, to
Playbook templates, teams can get started with Drift quickly and see results just as fast.

ANDREW RACINE
DIRECTOR OF DEMAND GENERATION, MONGODB

We love how Drift has streamlined our lead creation process. We’re talking to
potential customers earlier in the sales process and saving both their and our
time by automating the calendaring and support request process via Drift.

BEN NETTESHEIM
SENIOR DIRECTOR OF DIGITAL MARKETING, SALESRABBIT

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT PEOPLE.AI

People.ai accelerates enterprise
growth through the power of AI.
With the industry’s only Revenue
Intelligence System, People.ai frees
all customer-facing teams,
including sales, marketing, and
customer success, from manual
data entry by automatically
capturing all contacts and
customer activity data, dynamically
updating the CRM and providing
actionable intelligence across all
management tools, allowing them
to realize the full selling capacity of
the enterprise. Some of the world’s
best brands are leveraging
People.ai to transform their
business, including New Relic, Lyft,
and Okta to name a few. Founded
in 2016 and based in San
Francisco, the company is backed
by Y Combinator and Silicon
Valley’s top investors, including
Andreessen Horowitz and
Lightspeed Venture Partners. In
2018, Gartner recognized People.ai
as a Cool Vendor.

41
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Featured Testimonials

People.ai identifies the strengths and weakness of our sales team. We’re able
to customize sales training and coaching based on the data from the
People.ai platform.

SOFIYA ULYAK
SALES OPERATIONS, STAR

Our partnership with People.ai has helped us align marketing with sales, shining a light on sales
activity from pipeline we create and identifying the right contacts within the buyer journey. We
have greater visibility into lead performance after the sales hand-off with usable intelligence,
helping make us better marketers along the way.

ANTHONY KENNADA
CHIEF MARKETING OFFICER, GAINSIGHT

People.ai is a game changer. It’s the most exciting technology we’ve added to our stack in years.
We can now ensure contact roles are assigned to every opportunity, which is critical for
accurate campaign attribution. Not only that, but our sales team no longer has to manually
create new contacts in Salesforce. It’s a win for both marketing and sales!

SCOTT HOLDEN
CHIEF MARKETING OFFICER, THOUGHTSPOT

Using People.ai, the Splunk sales team can more effectively evaluate our sales
performance, set stronger benchmarks for pipeline growth and better
correlate activity against results.

ANDREW DEVLIN
AREA VICE PRESIDENT, SPLUNK

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT CLOUDAPPS

CloudApps help businesses
increase sales results by providing
sales leaders with deep insight into
deal health, giving them the tools
to drive every rep to quota and
taking forecast accuracy to
unprecedented new heights.
Thanks to The CloudApps Sales
Effectiveness and Accuracy
platform, their customers are
increasing win rate by 20%,
average deal size by 19% and
achieving forecast accuracy of over
95%.

22
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Featured Testimonials

Tracking both good and bad behaviours will give you a clearer picture
of the health of your sales process - and how your team actually follows
it.

CHRIS BRYAN
DIRECTOR OF INSIDE SALES, QLIK

We wanted a solution that would help us monitor the health of our sales
process KPIs and help us motivate our team to adopt behaviours they
wouldn’t instinctively have.

STUART REEVES
SALESFORCE PRODUCT MANAGER, EBURY

Top performers were actually innovating around our process. This
insight helped us fine tune our entire sales methodology.

JOHN O’NEILL
SALESFORCE IMPLEMENTANON MANAGER, POST OFFICE

Behavioural data like this can help us understand where our reps spend their
time and place their efforts. This insight helps create very targeted coaching.

MARK FELLOWES
SVP SALES DEVELOPMENT & OPERATIONS, NEWVOICEMEDIA

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT DOOLY

Dooly's real-time playbook engine
keeps your conversations as sharp
and on-point as the buyer you talk
to, matching their every move with
sales tools that answer even their
toughest questions. While they're
at it, they thought they sneak in a
bonus for you; removing the
burdens associated with updating
Salesforce, sharing your notes with
others and panicking about
pipeline updates.
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Featured Testimonials

We tracked reps who used Dooly vs. those who did not and the data spoke for
itself. Those who used Dooly brought in more revenue, had a cleaner pipeline
and had cleaner Salesforce opportunities.

MARK ECKSTEIN
REVENUE ENABLEMENT MANAGER, BIZZABO

Dooly is a huge time saver for me and allows me to stay sane. I can maintain
my pipeline and take notes from within Dooly much faster than I could in
Salesforce. I also have quicker access to Salesforce fields while I'm in a
meeting.

ROBERT WILLIAMS
HEAD OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT, PROCURIFY

Dooly’s interactive playbooks tell you what to say and how to navigate
your sales calls, and by the time you're done it auto-updates your CRM.

LLOYED LOBO
CO-FOUNDER, BOAST.AI

Dooly helps our team win more deals. The functionality and ease of getting
information surfaced to you when you need it is extremely useful in asking
better questions and diving deeper into problems from previous calls.

COLLEEN GILLETT
MANAGER, GLOBAL SALES TECH OPS, BIGCOMMERCE

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT EXCEED.AI

Exceed.ai is the next generation
conversational-driven marketing
and sales platform. They use AI,
machine learning and
conversational bot technology to
generate more qualified
opportunities by automating lead
capturing, qualification and
nurturing. Unlike traditional
marketing and sales platforms that
rely on forms, one-way email
campaigns and manual follow-ups,
Exceed.ai automates many of the
customer interactions currently
performed manually - like a virtual
assistant to your sales and
marketing teams.

10
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Featured Testimonials

One thing that Exceed helped us do is engage more with leads - we can target
them very easily with a personalized nurture track through Exceed to qualify
and get them on to a demo.

MARK GILROY
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT REP, CHANNELSIGHT

Exceed.ai helps us find the golden nuggets among our leads and streamlines
our qualification and nurturing process. We increased conversion rates by
22% and reduced the cost of a qualified lead by 39%.

OMER TADJER
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, COMEET

Exceed.ai allows us to increase productivity by 35% by focusing on closing
deals instead of wasting time chasing unqualified leads and on repetitive tasks
– a must-have tool for any sales team!

YOAV SHETRIT
SALES EXECUTIVE, MONDAY.COM

With Exceed.ai, we are able to generate 2x more qualified leads – allowing us
to focus on talking to prospects and closing deals instead of chasing leads.

NIALL O'GORMAN
CHIEF COMMERCIAL OFFICER, CHANNELSIGHT

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT SALESWHALE

Saleswhale (YC S16)'s AI sales
assistants help marketing and
sales teams to engage and qualify
their leads at scale. Since 2016,
they've helped over a hundred
mid-market and enterprise teams
eliminate tedious work and
uncover more sales opportunities.
Their AI takes care of repetitive
rule-based tasks, such as email
follow ups and identifying people
who are interested in having a
sales conversation. This enables
employees to focus on more
creative and meaningful work.

27
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Not only has our Saleswhale assistant effectively nurtured leads but also helped to identify leads that were otherwise
considered 'lost'. The team has been super helpful too and have always suggested and implemented intuitive and creative
ideas to make the solution work for us. We look forward to rolling Saleswhale out to all our schools in the near future and
are excited about the possibilities that it would open up for us.

BIPASHA MINOCHA
GROUP BRAND AND MARKETING DIRECTOR, ETONHOUSE

Saleswhale has effectively added a team of sales people to Randstad Sourceright across Asia Pacific. Its clever marketing
has increased our client engagement with new and existing contacts plus allowed my Senior Business Developers to spend
more time creating great solutions for our clients. Saleswhale is now an integral and irreplaceable part of our of sales
engine and I would highly recommend it to both small and big businesses.

BLAISE HABGOOD
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT, RANDSTAD SOURCERIGHT

Saleswhale helps to shortcut the sales process. One of my salespeople is a huge advocate. She
knows that if she builds a list of contacts, the AI sales assistant will reach them all and find the
hot leads. It’s good for prospecting. I’d also recommend it for B2B marketing people. Especially
those who want to find qualified prospects among their top-of-funnel leads.

SHARON ROESSEN
MANAGING DIRECTOR, TERRAPINN

The best feature Saleswhale provides that is hard to replicate with a human salesforce is the
ability to provide timely, tailored follow ups to large volumes of leads. We find many leads
respond on the 3rd or 4th attempt and this is something which is difficult to replicate on mass
with a busy sales team.

JONATHAN O'BRIEN
REGIONAL ADMISSIONS DIRECTOR, GENERAL ASSEMBLY

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT TACT.AI TECHNOLOGIES

Tact.ai Technologies is on a
mission to make enterprise
software more human-friendly.
Tact.ai’s conversational AI sales
platform is used by sales teams at
GE, Cisco Systems, Kelly Services
and other Fortune 500 companies
to drive revenue growth by
eliminating friction in their daily
sales workflow. Headquartered in
Redwood City, CA., Tact.ai
Technologies, Inc. is a
privately-held company backed by
Accel Partners, Redpoint Ventures,
Upfront Ventures, M12 (formerly
Microsoft Ventures), Comcast
Ventures, Salesforce Ventures and
the Amazon Alexa Fund.

12
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Featured Testimonials

With Tact.ai, I felt like I had finally found someone in the CRM business
who really got what a sales person needed to function in the real world.

CHARLES FORSGARD
VP OF GLOBAL SALES, HONEYWELL

Tact has changed how our sellers incorporate CRM into their daily workflow.
We’re seeing greater productivity by reducing admin time, as well as deeper
visibility into sales activity and the pipeline.

BRAD SIBBALD
NATIONAL SALES DIRECTOR, KELLY SERVICES

Sales software wasn’t designed for today’s environment, where sellers can no longer afford to
get stuck shuffling between different apps looking for the right combination of data and
insights. Tact.ai’s ability to meet sellers within their daily workflow of activities delivers a
frictionless, 360-degree experience when most needed – at the ‘edge’ of customer interactions.

LUCA FELLI
DIGITAL EXPERIENCE AND ANALYTICS LEADER, CISCO SYSTEMS

Building a shared understanding inside your company and with customers and partners while traveling can be difficult.
Traditional office tools such as email and phone calls can be cumbersome. You need to be able to quickly review multiple
data sets, identify problems, agree on modifications and coordinate with multiple departments to get deals done all while
on the go. Tact.ai’s Voice Intelligence capabilities deliver this type of experience better than most.

CATE GUTOWSKI
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, GLOBAL SALES AND SERVICE, PANASONIC AVIONICS CORPORATION

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT VERSE

Verse is a next-generation contact
center that’s 100% focused on
inbound lead conversion. They
convert more leads and deliver
50% more highly qualified
prospects than any other method
through their mix of text-first,
multi- channel capabilities, AI and
human-driven conversations, and
patent-pending lead conversion
technology. Their customers focus
on closing deals—Verse takes care
of converting the leads. They are
the people + platform that makes it
all happen.
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Using instant 24/7 response and consistent follow-up has been a game
changer. Verse has increased our onsite appointments by 38%! We love that
our team can spend more time helping customers face-to-face.

GERRY EBERT
DIRECTOR OF SALES & MARKETING, SUNLINE ENERGY

We had leads coming in at 3am that Verse was able to pre-qualify via SMS.
Verse allows our sales team to be focused on helping customers instead of
attempting to contact them.

ZACH HUBERT
CUSTOMER ADVISOR, SUNDAE

For me Verse has always been about leverage and the result has increased the
number of sales significantly. The percentage of leads they’re converting is
through the roof and I couldn’t be happier.

BARRY JENKINS
TEAM OWNER & CEO, YOUR FRIENDS IN REAL ESTATE TEAM

Since onboarding, Verse.io has engaged nearly 1,200 leads, with 63% of them responding and 33% of them moving on to
speak with a Loan Officer on our team. 75% of these leads came through after hours when my Loan Officers would not
have otherwise engaged with the leads, increasing rapport with the consumers by being able to talk to them at times that
work best for them. Our ability to scale is mind blowing because our Loan Officers will be able to spend more time having
quality conversations with consumers who are actually interested in our service instead of wasting their time calling, texting,
and emailing these leads manually.

EVAN WADE
PRESIDENT & CEO, EPOCH LENDING
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ABOUT AMPLEMARKET

Amplemarket is an AI-powered
virtual sales assistant. They take
care of everything, from lead
generation, email copy, warm up
process, until they give you a
meeting with a prospect client.
They are backed by some of the
best investors in Silicon Valley,
including Y Combinator.
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Amplemarket is great for teams that need their Account Executives to focus on
where they add the most value. With Amplemarket you can have the
outbound on autopilot while your AEs can focus on taking calls from warmer
leads.

JACK MILLER
HEAD OF GROWTH, CHATTERMILL

This is my favorite Slack bot. I love the enrichment they give us about all the
new prospects that signup for our services. On top of that, the integration is
super simple, it requires no coding.

MIKE
BOX

I love Amplemarket's bot. We receive real-time enriched notifications about
new signups. They send us valuable data like LinkedIn profiles and company
information. It allows our team to stay on top of every new signup!

JUSTIN
ZENEFITS

I recommend Amplemarket. It's a good company to help new teams or teams
too busy to do outreach with prospecting for top of funnel growth.
Amplemarket helped increase our monthly meeting by more than 20%.

DANE STEVENS
SALES TEAM LEAD, HONEYBOOK
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ABOUT APTIVIO

Aptivio, Intelligent Market Monitor
for detecting hidden revenue
opportunities and leads
most-likely-to-convert. Less than a
minute to setup. User experience
improves automatically with usage.
Action alerts received directly via
email, mobile, and chrome
extensions. Their real-time risk
monitoring APIs are directly
embedded in the leading cyber-risk
insurance trading e-marketplace,
and the world's first distributed
risk assessment platform for
automating complex compliance
workflows (e.g. KYC). Leveraging
the deepest and most untapped
alternative data sources used by
data-driven Hedge Funds, they are
poised to revolutionize the way 30
million Solution Salespeople
capture their opportunity white
space.
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Leveraging opportunity science to automate consultative selling. Just
brilliant!

MARK TAYLOR
GLOBAL PRACTICE LEAD, COGNIZANT

Aptivio is a game-changer in terms of anticipating Sustainable Finance
needs of our large client base.

SADIA HALIM
MANAGING DIRECTOR, CIB NORTH AMERICA, BNP PARIBAS

Aptivio separated signal from noise, increasing qualified sales pipeline
by 30% while doubling the use of our Dynamics 365 CRM system.

NICHOLE JORDAN
MANAGING PARTNER, MARKETS, CLIENTS, AND INDUSTRY, CHAIR OF GROWTH COMMITTEE,
GRANT THORNTON

Aptivio uniquely delivers fully vetted leads that our Salespeople actually
trust and follow-up on.

MARK TAYLOR
CHIEF EXPERIENCE OFFICER, CAPGEMINI INVENT
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ABOUT SALESDIRECTOR.AI

SalesDirector.ai is an intelligent
platform that links people, activity,
and engagement across the buying
journey. It captures all sales,
marketing & customer success
activity to drive actionable revenue
insights needed to make the right
budget decisions.
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SD.ai fuels our analytics and operational systems with critical data that allows
us to make business decisions based on data instead of "gut feel" or lengthy
manual inspection.

JAVIER MOLINA
HEAD OF CORPORATE SALES, MONGODB

SalesDirector.ai gives us an easy way to visualize forecast and pipeline health.
Excellent tool for providing insights that keep things from falling through the
cracks, and highlight where proper attention is not being given.

JIM PATTERSON
DIRECTOR OF SALES, WICRESOFT

Thanks to SalesDirector, we have data that we can trust to make decisions.
Their activity capture and data feeds made it easy for us to visualize our sales
data and sales insights in Salesforce.com and inside of Domo.

SAAD SHAIKH
VP REVENUE OPERATIONS, BIGPANDA

SalesDirector's data platform is connecting our entire sales stack. We are able
to manage sales efficiencies and optimize our entire sales funnel from Lead to
Closed Won sales.

MIKE DICKERSON
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, CLICKDIMENSIONS
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ABOUT VELOXY

Veloxy makes sales enablement
and predictive forecasting software
for Sales Teams that use Salesforce
CRM. Their mission is to help Sales
Reps engage in Salesforce and get
more out of it than they put in,
while giving Sales Management
better forecasts and the analytics
to see which actions truly drive the
pipeline.
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Great tool. Veloxy has made prospecting much easier! The email tracking, interactive
map, and auto logging features cut hours of time out of my week. I can organize my
week much faster and more efficiently. This tool in pays for itself!

BOB BARNETT
SMALL BUSINESS SPECIALIST, PAYCHEX

Veloxy makes my job easier! Veloxy is a great software platform that allows you to increase your
sales funnel day-to-day. It houses all of your prospects and accounts into two fields allowing
you to manage each individually or simultaneously. I especially like the map view, where it
shows all of my accounts highlight with pins that are nearby.

SOPHEA RODRIGUEZ
TERRITORY MANAGER, KETTENBACH

As a sales rep it really helped me stay on top of my business while allowing me to disposition my
activity seamlessly in SalesForce - it is a true sales assistant. As a leader, the dashboard is
amazing. It gives me a holistic view on my teams' activity which really helps drive accountability
and great for coaching.

ABDELHAMID OSMAN
MANAGER, ENTERPRISE ACCOUNTS, COMCAST BUSINESS

Veloxy is a Salesforce application that simplifies Salesforce activity. I can contact customers by
email, phone or text and my activities are logged to the appropriate contact. Veloxy makes
sending multi-recipient emails a snap. This App is extremely effective. Try it and you won't want
to be without it.

JOHN YBARRA
ACCOUNT MANAGER, STANLEY SECURITY
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